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WekaIO MATRIX™ ON AWS

FASTER DEEP LEARNING FOR AI AND ANALYTICS
PREVENT GPU STARVATION AND GET TO THE ANSWERS FASTER

2.2GB/SECOND TO A
SINGLE GPU CLIENT
Ensure applications never
have to wait for data

Modern analytics platforms are GPU intensive and require large data sets to deliver the
highest levels of accuracy to the training or analytics models. The workloads demand a high
bandwidth, low latency storage infrastructure to ensure the GPU cluster is fully saturated
with as much data as the application needs. Typical data sets can span from terabytes to
tens of petabytes, and the data access pattern for each epoch is unique and unpredictable.
This calls for a data infrastructure that can instantaneously and consistently feed large
amounts of random data to multiple GPU nodes in real-time, all emanating from a single
shared data pool. WekaIO Matrix is the world’s fastest and most scalable file system for
data intensive applications leveraging p3 GPU instances in the AWS cloud. It has proven
scalable performance of over 2.2GBytes per second bandwidth to a single p3 GPU instance,
delivering the equivalent of local NVMe SSD performance across a shared training set.

MB/sec
PERFORMANCE SCALES
ACROSS THE CLUSTER
Performance scales linearly
as more storage nodes are
added to the cluster
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UNLIMITED CAPACITY
SCALING
Automatic tiering to AWS s3
object store for massive scale

BEST ECONOMICS
Save on p3 processing time
with faster data processing.
Leverage s3 storage for best
capacity scaling and cost

WekaIO in i3

EFS

EBS

Read Performance to a Single p3 GPU Client

GET PREDICTABLE LOWEST LATENCY PERFORMANCE
Managing large amounts of data is challenging when the AI training system spans multiple
GPU nodes. WekaIO Matrix runs on i3 EC2 instances presenting a shared POSIX file
system to the GPU servers and delivering sufficient performance to keep data intensive
applications compute bound. WekaIO Matrix is a fully parallel and distributed file system,
both data and metadata are distributed across the entire storage infrastructure to ensure
massively parallel access. The software has an optimized network stack that leverages AWS
networking delivering very low latency and high bandwidth performance, resulting in a
solution that can handle the most demanding data and metadata intensive operations.

OPTION 1 - DEPLOY AS A PRIMARY FILE SYSTEM
Matrix runs natively in AWS and can be deployed as a high performance file system on
any i3 instances. Matrix leverages the performance of NVMe flash technology, ensuring
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the highest performance and lowest latency for highly random access data pattern consisting of both small and large files. An
integrated tiering layer to S3 means that most data can be stored on lowest cost AWS infrastructure, while still maintaining
highest performance into the GPU clusters.

OPTION 2 - DEPLOY AS A CACHING
LAYER FOR YOUR S3 DATA LAKE
Already sitting on a huge data analytics set
stored in AWS S3? Predictable low latency
performance scaling from s3 is a challenge
resulting in data starvation and poor utilization
of expensive p3 GPU resources. Matrix can
be deployed as a high performance caching
tier between s3 and p3 instances accelerating
object reads. Spin up an on-demand Matrix
cluster on i3 EC2 instances and present a
high performance caching layer to the GPU
instances.

WekaIO Delivers Full Bandwidth from s3 Data Lake to the p3 GPU Instances

SINGLE SOLUTION FOR END-TO-END AI DATA WORKFLOW
WekaIO Matrix is the only solution that provides end-to-end data management for data intensive AI and analytics workloads.
A single global namespace spans from high performance flash for ingest and inference, to petabyte scaling to AWS S3 for long
term data growth and preservation. No need to copy or move data from one service to another, WekaIO Matrix maintains a
single data copy across all stages of the process. Administrators and users have instant access to, and complete visibility of, the
corporate-wide data set under management. A patented data protection scheme distributes data across the entire file system,
and overall system reliability increases as the system scales.

						

WekaIO Manages All Stages of the AI Training Cycle in a Single Namespace

To find out more or to arrange for a free trial, go to https://www.weka.io/get-started or contact us at info@weka.io.
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